
Winter Ice Cowl 
By Eleanor Swogger 

Fountain Hill 
 80% Acrylic, 20% 

Mohair 
1 Skein 

 

Sterling 
63% Superwash 

Merino, 20% Silk, 
15% Nylon, 2% 

Silver Fiber 
2 Skeins 

10.7 sts / 4” 
After blocking in 

pattern 
 

Finished Size: 
18” x 80” 

 
Needles: 

US 9 24” Circular 
(# mm) 

Second Needle of 
similar size for 3-

needle BO 
Size H Crochet 

Hook for cast on 
 

Notions: 
Waste Yarn for 

Casting on 
Tapestry Needle 

This simple lace cowl is created with a strand of Sterling Silk 
and Silver and a strand of Fountain Hill held together 

throughout the pattern.  Model was knit with Heavenly Blue 
Sterling Silk and Silver and Surf’s Up Fountain Hill.  The cowl 
can be wrapped twice around the neck or hung down for a 

long draping effect. 

 



PATTERN NAME 

Notes: 
 
Yarn is held together throughout. 
 
Yarn choice: For our cowl we used a strand of Sterling Silk & Silver and Fountain Hill held together. This allows you 
to customize the look and make a garment that is truly unique. Pick two colors of the same shade or pick colors 
that contrast – the choice is up to you!  
 
Joining the Ends: When you join the ends together you may put a twist into the cowl. Alternately, you could CO 
and BO as usual to make a traditional scarf.  
 

Cowl: 
 
Crochet a chain of about 55-60 stitches with the waste yarn.  Extra stitches are crocheted to make pick up easier.  If 
necessary a stitch can be skipped occasionally when picking up.   
 
With Size 9 circular needle use both yarns held together to pick up 49 stitches through back loops of crochet chain. 
 
Row 1:  K2, *(yo, K2tog, K1) repeat from * to last two stitches, K2. 
 
Repeat 1 throughout cowl until cowl is approximately 78 inches long.  
 
Remove crochet chain, placing live stitches on second  needle of same size.  Complete with three needle bind off or 
by grafting beginning and end together. Work in ends. Block gently.  
 
 


